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Executive Summary 

The seven initial innovation experiments from agROBOfood are outlined – details are in the attached 
reports. All succeeded in most of their objectives despite the COVID-19 restrictions on work and 
travel. Field tests and cross-border elements were worst affected.  

Useful IIE outputs include 3 new sensors (two based on deep learning), 3 new actuators, 2 significant 
apps, 3 safety protocols and four mechanical prototypes. Four of these outputs are expected to 
become commercially viable within the next two years and another 2 within the two years thereafter. 

Initial Innovation Experiments 

Seven initial innovation experiments were described in the Grant Agreement. The last of these was 
rejected by the end user before work started, so a replacement food handling experiment was found. 

All 7 experiments started in the lab then IE1-6 (the agricultural IIEs) moved out into the field. All were 
affected by the COVID-19 lockdown and became delayed but all achieved some form of success 
despite this. It was particularly the international elements that unfortunately had to be reduced due 
to travel restrictions. Delays mean that some IEs missed their critical season (always a possibility 
with agricultural projects) so some field tests have been rescheduled for 2021. 

1. Soil nitrogen monitoring and mapping (BIOS, Serbia).  
This experiment developed a robot that could take a soil sample, analyse the nitrate content 
of the sample onboard the robot and report the result. The mapping software divided the field 
into sampling areas and chose sampling sites, then mapped the nitrate content found at each 
site and generalised to the area. A fertilizer schedule was produced to exactly supply the 
extra nitrogen needed. The system was built to be extendable to simultaneously perform 
other soil quality tests.  
This system will reduce fertilizer use and thereby reduce the environmental damage caused 
by fertilizer run-off, as well as reducing farmer costs while maintaining productivity. 

2. Robotic olfactometry for detecting and controlling aflatoxins in maize (AUA, Greece). 
Aflatoxins are carcinogens and mutagens produced by certain moulds. They must not enter 
the food chain. This experiment developed a test for aflatoxins and adapted a Husky robot to 
carry a sensor suite and adjustable sprayer. The robot navigates the field autonomously. 
Aflatoxin detection triggers local fungicide spraying or, if weather conditions are not 
favourable, a geotagged order for later spraying, based around a specialist decision support 
system. Field trials had to be postponed due to COVID-19 delays so will now take place in 
2021. 
The transportable aflatoxin test kit and the automated conditional sprayer both have high 
commercial potential but the combination may have to be rethought, as maize fields become 
rather dense for robot navigation and the sensor is not robust to movement. 

3. Monitoring vineyard production (eurecat, Spain). 
The concept was to image each side of each row of vines, use deep learning to detect grape 
bunches, and then count and map the grape bunches. The transportable sensor system was 
built and many images taken, but delays due to COVID limited image collection in the field 
so there were not enough images of good quality to reliably train the learning algorithm. The 
field work planned for 2020 has been postponed to the 2021 season so is just starting. 
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4. Navigation in rough terrain e.g. olive groves (FHG, Germany) 
Reliable 3D mapping and compensation for frequent wheel slippage enabled an adapted 
Summit XL robot from Robotnik to navigate on slopes of up to 80%. Tests with real data 
showed that trees show up well in the map, but due to COVID restrictions field experiments 
in olive groves in Spain were not possible. 
 

5. Greenhouse cucumber leaf removal (WUR, NL) 
This experiment developed a new mobile robot capable of removing cucumber leaves without 
damaging the plant stem. The business case was benchmarked against manual labour and 
found to be positive. Optimising growing method for robot labour instead of human labour 
would give extra benefit.  

The progress of this IIE was particularly impressive given that the robot base had to be 
changed partway through the period. 

6. Agricultural robot performance assessment (INRAE, France) 
This experiment set out to define protocols for assessing agricultural robot safety in line with 
international standards. Three protocols were defined and tested with robots from three 
French SMEs. The perception protocol has to be tested in all weathers so that testing is not 
yet complete.  

7. Advanced cabbage handling for food production  (DTI, Denmark) 
This experiment designed and implemented a food-grade (IP69) robot skin for a UR robot 
and learned to manipulate cabbages so that the core size and position could be detected by 
a deep learning system. The learning worked well but the skin final TRL was lower than 
planned as the original plan had been to produce an IP66 class skin but this was not sufficient 
for handling food so had to be upgraded. 

 

Technical achievements 

IIE Starting point Technical progress 
1. Soil sampling Commercial mobile robot 

and nitrate testing kit. 
Research boring tool. 

Development of mechanical boring. 
Addition of robot stabilisers for when sampling. 
Onboard mixer for testing.  
Sample offloader and system integration. 
Local prescriptions for best fertilizer amount 
and pattern of application. 
App for mapping the results and informing the 
farmer. 

2. Aflatoxin 
detection 

Commercial sniffer, 
sprayer and robot 

Finding aflatoxin olfactory signature. 
Integrating the system physically. 
Developing a decision support system which 
used aflatoxin detection levels to determine 
spray application level and trigger the sprayer. 

3. Vineyard 
monitoring 

Commercial robot, GPS 
and camera 

Integration of the physical system. 
Collection of images and manual labelling. 
Collection of good-quality images sufficient for 
deep learning postponed to 2021. 

4. Rough terrain Commercial robot, 
commercial and research 
2D SLAM algorithms 

Adapted robot showing increased capability 
over rough terrain. 
Adaption of the SLAM algorithms to support 
unstructured 3D environments with a 3D Map 
representation. 
Manual labelling of olive trees in the 3D map. 
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5. Leaf removal Commercial robot and 
vacuum pump 

Development of leaf stalk cutter. 
Integration of the physical system.  

6. Safety 
protocols 

Expertise 3 safety testing protocols developed: 
- ARPA1 for obstacle avoidance 
- ARPA2 for perception in difficult conditions 
- ARPA3 for reliable geofencing 

7. Cabbage 
coring 

 Food-grade (IP69) UR skin prototype 
Learning to determine cabbage core size and 
location 
Integrated collaborative system prototype 

Societal needs addressed  

All the innovation experiments targeted real needs in the agrifood industry. The needs addressed 
were very varied, reflecting the range of challenges that the agrifood industry is facing.  

IIE Need(s) addressed 
1. Soil sampling - maintaining and increasing yield for food supply security 

- reducing pollution from fertilizer runoff  
Note that these needs oppose each other so an intelligent balance 
must be achieved. The custom fertilizer scheduling app achieves this. 

2. Aflatoxin detection - reducing aflatoxins entering the food chain 
- reducing pollution from fungicides sprayed “in case” 
- early detection of infestation enabling early treatment and fewer 
losses 

3. Vineyard monitoring - prediction of yield 
4. Rough terrain -  allowing robots to run the risks of “walking” the terrain, reducing 

accidents 
- increasing monitoring frequency, thus enabling a more optimal 
harvesting time and increasing yield 

5. Leaf removal - shortage of skilled labour for cucumber picking (leaf removal is 
preparatory work) 
- slightly increased yield (cucumbers don’t get missed) 
- the cost of leaf removal by robot was comparable to manual labour 

6. Safety protocols - helping SME tech developers comply with regulations and reach 
market 
- a wider variety of capable technologies available commercially 

7. Cabbage coring - shortage of skilled labour in food processing 
- collaborative robots rated for food environments with harsh cleaning 

 

Project outputs 

Three useful sensors were developed:  

IIE 2 - a mass spectrometer “nose” for detecting aflatoxins in maize,  
IIE 3 - a deep learning algorithm that counts grape clusters in greyscale images, 
IIE 7 - a deep learning algorithm for locating and measuring cabbage cores from cabbages 
held in-robot-hand 

4 useful actuators were developed: 

IIE 1 - a device for mixing soil samples and performing nitrate tests 
IIE 5 - a cutter for leaf stalks that does not damage the plant 
IIE 7 - a 3-fingered “gripper” with stabilisers that holds cabbage loosely enough that it can 
rotate in-hand 

Significant mechanical integration  
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IIE 1 - a mobile base with stabilizers, soil sample collector, soil sample analyzer, GPS 
IIE 2 - a mobile base with aflatoxin QMS and fungicide sprayer  
IIE 5 - a mobile base with vacuum actuator and leaf stalk cutter 
IIE 7 - actuated rolling elements built into a robot cell to rotate cabbages held by the robot 
gripper 

Significant software and apps 

IIE 1 - a fertilizer requirement and scheduling calculator and app, based on soil nitrogen 
results 
IIE 3 - a visualization tool for showing grape cluster density 

Other 

 IIE 6 - three protocols for assessing agricultural robot safety 

 

Review of commercial potential 

Note that report authors were not explicitly asked about their commercial case so this section is 
based on suboptimal information. 

IIE Commercial potential and comments 
1. Soil sampling This IIE has huge commercial potential even now, given that the 

amount of fertilizer applied can be significantly reduced without 
affecting crop yield and the market includes growers of all arable 
crops. The mechanical aspects of sample taking, testing and 
offloading need maturation before a commercial version is made. The 
addition of extra test options would add more value but there may be 
a point of diminishing returns – it may be better to get this basic version 
finished and out as an MVP than to wait for more soil tests to be 
added. 
Samples collected could be geolabelled and stored on-robot and 
carried to a lab for testing to reduce robot complexity and promote 
scalability. 
The fertilizer instructions are a vital element greatly promoting 
usability. 
The environmental benefits are also measurable and increasingly 
important. 

2. Aflatoxin detection Early detection of any problems reduces the level of effort required for 
treatment and the amount of crop wasted. Aflatoxins are potent 
carcinogens and mutagens which can grow on all major cereal crops 
and affect all animal species, so protecting food and fodder supplies 
from aflatoxins is very important. Reliable detection means that 
negative results prevent prophylactic spraying, reducing costs and 
protecting the environment. A robust aflatoxin sensor should be 
commercially viable alone. The version developed in IIE2 is not yet 
robust, but the potential is there. 
Robot trials were unfortunately minimal due to COVID delays so the 
robot and the DSS are not yet mature enough for commercial 
evaluation. More field trials are scheduled for 2021. 

3. Vineyard monitoring The sensor produced could be very interesting if the geolocation were 
made more reliable, which is certainly possible with existing 
technology. Prediction of yield has commercial value. 
It is not clear why greyscale images were used – colour images could 
provide more contrast and potentially information about ripeness. 
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This sensor is designed to be sold separately and attached to 
whatever the farmer has, which gives commercial flexibility. Tests look 
promising and the app looks very useful, but COVID meant that most 
tests were delayed to 2021. However, the robot seems an 
unnecessary expense given that yield will be estimated very few times 
per year. 

4. Rough terrain There was no detailed end-user case identified, but the case came 
from a cooperative of small olive growers. Olive trees mature at 
different times and the yield depends on catching the perfect point. 
Walking the groves is dangerous due to the very rough terrain -- using 
robots would increase monitoring frequency and therefore yield. But 
people could use drones for monitoring instead and avoid the rough 
terrain -- drones could also see the olives/fruit at the top of the tree.  
Expanding ground robots into rougher terrain could have other niche 
potential.  

5. Leaf removal IIE5 was tackled in a very business-centric manner. The manual task 
of pre-harvest leaf removal was automated to TRL7 via a custom stalk 
cutter and a vacuum hose to position the stalk correctly. Benchmarks 
comparing manual and robot leaf removal show that the robot cost per 
cucumber is less than the human cost, but this did not include 
depreciation of the capital cost of the robot. With 2.8M cucumbers 
harvested in the EU alone in 2019, the commercial potential is there if 
the right business model can be found e.g. leasing, or if the robot base 
can be kept busy through more of the year. 

6. Safety protocols The three protocols that were designed will certainly be useful to 
agricultural robot developers but it is unclear whether they have 
commercial potential in themselves. How are they intended to be 
made available to technology developers? It is also unclear whether 
the protocols were designed “from scratch” or whether they made use 
of prior knowledge. How do they fit into the landscape of existing 
safety protocols? 

7. Cabbage coring The UR skin at IP69 will, when fully mature to commercial standards, 
expand the UR market and expand the availability of good 
technologies for the food industry. Good potential is seen here 
although there are several steps from the current TRL4 to TRL9. 
The deep learning system for detecting and sizing cabbage cores also 
has good potential in limited cases (cabbage processing in high-wage 
countries).  
The in-hand rotation could be useful as suggested in the report, but is 
not yet robust enough for commercial use.  

Effect of COVID-19 

COVID-19 caused a series of lockdowns throughout 2020, the year allocated to these innovation 
experiments. These lockdowns greatly restricted travel, meaning that cross-border elements of these 
experiments essentially had to be removed. Fortunately the core work was already mostly organised 
within a single region and meetings were shifted to online so it was mostly secondary testing that 
had to be removed. Primary testing at the developer’s site and nearby was less often affected by 
travel restrictions but could be strongly affected by other COVID regulations. The experiment most 
affected by lack of travel was IE4, where the directed rough-terrain navigation could only be tested 
with recorded sensor data because on-site integration and testing was not possible. 

Another lockdown regulation was compulsory stay-at-home orders. These disrupted physical lab 
work e.g. robot physical integration and field tests. Computer-based work was less affected by a 
general stay-at-home but were affected by compulsory no-work days. Both of these caused delays 
– not just for direct project work but also for basic support such as obtaining parts. 
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Even when a strict lockdown was not in effect, limits to the number of physical contacts and gathering 
sizes caused many workplaces to be closed to visitors, which made collaboration on physical 
systems and testing difficult. Dissemination was, of course, almost entirely limited to online articles 
and presentations. 

Field tests and seasonality 

Robots can be developed partway in the lab but, as with any physical system, comprehensive tests 
in real operational settings are essential before the developers can proceed towards 
commercialization. Agricultural robots often face the additional challenge that their work is a) 
outdoors so reliant on the weather and b) tied to growing seasons. The seasonality in particular 
means that any delays can suddenly mean that testing has to be postponed by most of a year. IE3 
vineyard monitoring requires good-quality pictures of vines with grape bunches visible, which can 
only be obtained (in Spain) between May and October. COVID delays meant that sufficient pictures 
could not be obtained before the harvest so this data collection has to wait until summer 2021. IE5 
leaf removal requires access to cucumber plants with ripe cucumbers, but the season for greenhouse 
cucumbers is longer and TRL7 tests were performed successfully. IE2 aflatoxin detection worked 
well in the lab but field tests revealed problems (as is generally the case) and the work for overcoming 
these could not be completed before the maize harvest. 

By contrast, IE1 soil sampling and IE6 safety protocols were not dependent on the season so could 
run whenever the weather conditions permitted robot tests outdoors. IE7 cabbage was a food 
processing experiment that was always intended to run indoors anyway. 

Dissemination summary 

The experiments that are still incomplete (mostly due to COVID delays) have, in some cases, not 
yet started dissemination. More dissemination will definitely take place once all experiments have 
finished. 

To date we have achieved the following dissemination via online media (for details and links see the 
individual reports): 

youtube videos  2 from IIE1, of TV appearances 
1 from IIE7 

articles on partner websites or in partner 
newsletters 

6 from IIE1 
1 from IIE5 
1 from IIE7 

videos on LinkedIn 7 from IIE2 with a total of over 20K viewings 
articles in professional media  
TV appearances 2 and one upcoming from IIE1 
other vimeo video from IIE5 viewed over 1500 

times including by every cucumber grower 
in the NL. 

 

We have also achieved dissemination via several events, most of which were of course held online. 

 Booth at the Fourth Ministerial Conference on Innovations of China and CEE countries 
 Virtual booth at the International Agricultural Fair in Novi Sad 2020 
 Presentation within a Regional Workshop of the “SmartAgriHubs” 1  project in the 2020 

Agrotica2 fair. 30 attendees 

 
1 https://www.smartagrihubs.eu  

2 https://agrotica.helexpo.gr/en  
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 Presentation within a Regional Cluster Meeting with all the partners of the East Med Cluster. 
20 attendees 

 Presentation within an annual conference in Cyprus3 regarding Agriculture. 150 attendees 
 Presentation at StartLife 2020 https://start-life.nl/, an agrifoodtech accelerator organization.  

300 attendees 
 Presentations at the annual agROBOfood meeting in Sept 2020 
 Presentations given for agricultural courses both online and in person. 150 students 

Summary of the initial innovation experiments as a group 

All IIEs started well and achieved most of their objectives, despite the upset caused by COVID-19 
and the subsequent lockdowns. IIEs 1,5, and 7 were completed and produced promising prototypes 
with clear commercial potential. IIE 6 also completed and produced useful safety protocols.  IIEs 2 
and 3 unfortunately missed their critical seasons so testing had to be postponed to 2021 – however 
the technology is ready for test so no problems are foreseen as long as access to the fields is 
available during the relevant season.  

Cross-border tests and trials at end-user sites were the main victims of COVID-19, meaning that IIE 
outputs and results were not as well validated as intended. Some of these will be re-attempted in 
2021, others have been dropped so the experiments finished at an earlier stage than anticipated. 

Partner type 

The seven experiments were led by two universities and five RTOs. All have good contacts with local 
growers and tech developers and most have their own test fields. Four end-user companies were 
involved – others were planned but could not be included either due to the robot not being sufficiently 
mature or due to COVID-19 travel restrictions or, often, both. Travel restrictions meant that nearly all 
work was performed very close to the IE coordinator site. 

Ten technology providers were included as partners and technology was purchased from several 
more. All ten of these tech providers are SMEs. The sole systems integrator partner is also an SME. 

Lessons learned 

No-one can plan for something as unexpected as the global COVID situation, so it is considered 
unnecessary to learn much from that ongoing event. 

Other lessons learned: 

- Be more strict about experiments meeting an agrifood end-user need 
- Be more strict about having a use for a robot. Sensors and AI are obviously important to 

robotics, but this is agROBOfood and the fully integrated robot should constitute the core part 
of the experiments – not just the subsystems. 

- Look for knowledge of and integration with existing SOTA before accepting an IE application 
- Experiment owners should be prepared replace partners that do not contribute as planned 

and/or cannot keep reasonably close to the timeline (barring a COVID-like event) 

It is too late to apply these lessons to the first round of open calls for IEs, but hopefully these extra 
considerations can be applied to the evaluation of the second Open Call for IEs. 

Additional analysis and learnings of cross-border service delivery to the IEs are presented in the 
report “D4.3 Report on best practices and added value of internalized Services”. 

 

 
3 https://www.imhbusiness.com/3o-παγκύπριο-συνέδριο-γεωργίας  
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Next steps 

Those IIE which could not be completed on time (mostly due to COVID-19) will be completed in 
2021. An amendment of the D4.2 report will be delivered 31st Oct 2021 to allow Initial Innovation 
Experiments considerably disadvantaged by the COVID-19 shutdown to continue their projects 
through the harvest season in 2021 and thereby deliver the intended experiment scope. 

The outputs and results from completed IIEs will be developed further and matured as specified in 
the individual reports. Some will be developed via public funding and their inclusion in further 
projects; others will be developed when a commercial enquiry results in a commercial maturation 
project. 

The 6 winners of the first set of innovation experiments arising from an open call were announced in 
November 2020 https://agrobofood.eu/oc1-experiments/ so are already in progress. Nine innovation 
experiments have been selected from an Industrial Challenges call (closed 20th Jan 2021) and these 
are currently starting up. The second open call for innovation experiments has its deadline on 31st 
May. 

 

Appendices 

More details on the innovation experiment are described in the attached reports (coordinating DIH 
mentioned in brackets). 

1. Soil nitrogen monitoring and mapping (BIOS, Serbia).  
2. Robotic olfactometry for detecting and controlling aflatoxins in maize (AUA, Greece). 
3. Monitoring vineyard production (eurecat, Spain). 
4. Navigation in rough terrain e.g. olive groves (FHG, Germany). 
5. Greenhouse cucumber leaf removal (WUR, Netherlands). 
6. Agricultural robot performance assessment (INRAE, France). 
7. Advanced cabbage handling for food production (DTI, Denmark) 
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agROBOfood Innovation Experiment Final Report 
 

Regional Cluster 
Central Eastern 

Europe 

Innovation Experiment name 
Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

Soil nitrogen monitoring and mapping 
Goran Kitić 

gkitic@biosense.rs 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

Vision 

The application of fertilizers plays an important role in agricultural 
production. Both shortage and excess of feritilizer have negative impact. A 
soil sampling and laboratory analysis lacks extensive coverage and is a 
time-consuming procedure. An On-The-Go (OTG) platform such as variable 
rate fertilizer system (VRT), which will enable the accurate application of 
nitrogen-based fertilizer based on near-real-time measurement is foreseen 
to solve this problem. This is a step toward precise agriculture, where the 
user will be able to see the distribution of nutrients across the management 
zones of their land and be given an exact prescription for the fertilizer, both 
in type and amount. This will also enable generation of prescription maps 
which can be used in VRT applicators. Finally, this will reduce the economic 
cost and negative environmental impacts of excess fertilizer application. 

IE Objectives 

The demonstrator robot will be built for frequent, precise, quick, and reliable 
soil sampling and test for soil nitrate monitoring and mapping. 

The sampling robot will be able to deliver nitrate concentration results within 
15 minutes while still in the field. 

The soil analysis process will be autonomous and automated and therefore 
will not require the presence of an agronomist or other expert. As a result of 
the analysis and conducted procedure, a nitrate content map will be 
generated. Based on this map, a farmer will be able to make the right 
decisions and optimize production without wasting fertilizer. 

How will you deliver? 

The experiment will be divided into 6 activities which will result in a robotic 
system that will fulfill the defined objectives. In the initial phase, the optimal 
sensor suite for nitrate measurement will be chosen and a suitable sample 
preparation module will be finalized. In parallel, the soil sampling system will 
be improved leading to a more robust and reliable solution. It is expected 
that all the necessary modules will be integrated and tested under 
laboratory conditions by February 2020, ready for agricultural fieldwork and 
testing in the operating environment. All hardware work will be accompanied 
by software development in the form of application for visualizing the 
measurement results and controlling movement and actions of the robotic 
system (setting sampling routes and sampling points). Therefore, it is 
expected that the demonstration of this robotic platform with its full 
functionalities will be done by the end of November 2020. 
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INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Farming – field crops 

Robotics technology 
used  

Terestrial sensing robot 

Technology 
Readiness Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

TRL5 TRL7 

Geographical 
coverage 

The Republic of Serbia. It should be noted that Krivaja doo is already active 
in Hungary which can give the cross-border character of the experiment. 

Area(s) / facility(ies) of 
experimentation 

Laboratory, field (operational environment) 

 
 

PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

Participant full name 
and type (e.g. SME, 
RTD, end user etc.) 

Participant role in the 
IE 

Region / Country 
Contact person full 

name and e-mail 

BioSense Institute 
(Public Institute) 

Lead of Innovation 
Experiment, DIH, CC 

Central East 
Europe/Serbia 

Goran Kitić 
gkitic@biosense.rs 

CAM Engineering 
(SME) 

Automation and 
hardware development 

Central East 
Europe/Serbia 

Nemanja Petkovic 
nemca4@gmail.com 

Krivaja doo 

(Commercial arable 
farm) 

End-user 

Central East 
Europe/Serbia, 

Central 
Europe/Hungary 

Atila Lihi 
a.lihi@krivajadoo.com 

 

 

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided service 

in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full 
name and e-mail 

BioSense Institute 
Access to the latest 

knowledge, expertise 
and technology. 

Central East 
Europe/Serbia 

Goran Kitić 
gkitic@biosense.rs 

 

SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 
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BIOS has tested UV, colorimetric and ion-selective electrode (ISE) sensory concepts with the most common 
soil types in Serbia and compared the results to the referent method for the determination of nitrate 
concentration. The ISE sensor chosen was the most accurate sensor which didn’t demand additional 
chemicals or filtration steps.This achieved Activity 1’s goal of finding a good sensor. 

Upgrades during field experiments resulted in meeting the Activity 2 KPIs:  
i. A more robust soil probe was fabricated with no visible deformation (measured to be max 2°).  
ii. The soil sampling module was extended. 
iii. An anchoring module based on two legs driven by stepper motors was built to increase the stability of 

the system during the sampling step.  
These improvements were accomplished thanks to the joint effort of BIOS and CAM. 

BIOS finalized the sample preparation module by introducing a piston-like sample remover fabricated by CAM, 
the movable platform with its analysis container, and a funnel with integrated nozzles for introducing deionized 
(DI) water. The time needed for introducing the water and cleaning the container was reduced to a minute, 
while the water consumption reached the target value of 300ml which met Activity 3 KPI targets. 

The software platform “AgroSense” was used to provide a service of soil sampling and analysis to the farmer, 
realized by BIOS. A smartphone app “RoboSense” was realized by CAM for the operator, the person that 
monitors the robotic system in the field. Thus, a farmer defines the sampling task using high-resolution satellite 
images and AI algorithms, and finally receives fertilization prescription in Agrosense; while the RoboSense 
app allows the operator to prepare a soil sampling task, have insight into the current state of the soil sampling 
task and edit the active task. These apps achieved Activity 4’s targets.  

A fully integrated system able to autonomously perform the soil sampling and analysis task created by a farmer 
via the AgroSense platform was then implemented which met the goal of Activity 5. An image of the system is 
presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The fully integrated robotic system in the field. 

To test the fertilization prescription algorithm, Krivaja doo initiated the experiment on a 5ha field. Soil samples 
were taken from the field and tested for nitrate concentration by hand (development of the testing kit and app 
was performed in parallel with robot development). Based on the results, the best fertilization rate was 
prescribed.  Krivaja doo normally applied 200 kg/ha of fertilizer, but the prescription for the test plot was for an 
average of 174.2 kg/ha, saving 25.6 kg of fertilizer per hectare over the 5ha. The average yield of the 
experimental field was 1.76% higher in comparison to the entire plot which is a very promising result, showing 
that our prescribed (reduced) fertilizer levels had no negative impact on yield. 
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Finally, all the functionalities of the system, Figure 2, have been demonstrated in Krivaja, including: 

 generating optimal sampling points (AI algorithm for high-resolution satellite images within 
Agrosense) 

 autonomous soil sampling and analysis performed (Robotic system) 
 sending georeferenced analysis results (RoboSense) and visualization of the results (Agrosense) 
 generating a fertilization prescription based on the measurement results (Agrosense) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. An overview of functionalities of the system for soil sampling and analysis. 

 

The demo field was reduced from 5ha and 25 samples to 1ha and 5 samples after 15th March due to in-field 
activities being shifted and significantly shortened due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The “N-map” on the AgroSense platform runs an algorithm that defines zones based on vegetation indices 
calculated from hyperspectral high-resolution satellite images, see Figure 3. Ideal sampling points are 
generated as centroids of the zones. The algorithm is implemented in the AgroSense platform as a real-time 
solution for defining the optimal sampling points for the selected zones. The app also shows the sampling 
points that the robot achieved (note that high accuracy is not required for this application) and the analysis 
results for each sample. 
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the 1ha robot test area as presented in the Agrosense platform. Five zones were created  
requiring three management strategies (red, green, and yellow), with optimal sampling points (red markers) and actual  

sampling locations (light green markers) as shown.The analysis for the green zone is shown: total N 0.1964 g/kg.  

 

PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 

 

Developing a robotic system for soil sampling and analysis demands a multidisciplinary approach, therefore 
the initial challenge was to organize all the partners, divide responsibility and establish efficient collaboration. 
Although all partners had more or less technical backgrounds they were coming from different areas (GIS and 
satellite technologies, AI, big data, software developers, electronics, mechanics, agriculture) and had a 
different approach to problem-solving. To overcome this challenge frequent meetings were held at the 
beginning of IIE1 together with regular e-mail and phone communication which led to the successful 
implementation of the experiment. 

Since this is an agriculture-related experiment, we had to be in line with the crop calendar. It was not possible 
to finalize the system, test all its functionalities and explore its benefits during only one agricultural season. 
Therefore, it has been decided to test the algorithm for creating management zones in the field and choosing 
optimal sampling points, independently from the algorithm for fertilization prescription. In this way, we were in 
line with the crop calendar and at the end of the season determined the beneficial influence on the yield. 

Due to the complexity of the system, it was very challenging to fit all the necessary modules onto a single 
platform. Furthermore, solving certain issues generated new ones. For example, an anchoring module was 
developed to stabilize the robotic platform during the soil sampling step. Since relatively large forces are 
present during the anchoring step, the module itself was massive, robust, and therefore heavy (30 kg). Its 
position at the front of the robotic platform shifted the center of mass to the front and caused instability of the 
robotic system during stopping or downhill movement. This was resolved by introducing a sled-like part in the 
front of the robotic platform which prevented the robotic system from leaning. 

During the design phase of the experiment, a general idea of the challenges present in the field was known, 
but during initial field experiments it instantly became evident that this was the only way to truly validate and 
test the system and its components. Our experience proved that it is very important to do in-field tests as soon 
as possible since laboratory testing can simulate an operational environment only to a certain extent. It can be 
concluded that in-field tests were the most important for improving the robotic system. The COVID-19 
pandemic shifted and shortened our in-field activities. A state of emergency was declared on 15 March 2020 
in Serbia and since then the researchers were suggested to work from home. This has influenced the above-
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mentioned activities since the robotic platform and related modules could not be moved to the homes of the 
researchers to pursue project implementation. Still, the demonstration of the system was performed in a 
reduced manner to cover a 1 ha field and 5 samples which we regard acceptible due to the stated COVID-19 
restrictions.  

 

DISSEMINATION 

 

Dissemination activities for this innovation experiment 1 included multiple internet magazine releases, TV 
appearances and shows, presenting at a conference and international agricultural fair, as well as attending 
robotic commercialization events. Stated dissemination activities are described below. 

1. Internet magazine article in Serbia Creates (June 6, 2019). The article was published on the “Serbia 
Creates” online platform, which positively affirms the importance of the creative industries and the 
knowledge-based economy in Serbia. The concept frames authenticity, ingenuity, excellence, trust, 
and openness as core elements of the Serbian character. It gives stories about Serbia as a great place 
to visit, invest, study, or do business, and promotes Serbian people as creative, innovative, reliable, 
and resilient partners, and widely promotes game-changing projects. The article announced the 
beginning of the agROBOfood project. It gave national coverage and targeted business and industry 
representatives, creative industry representatives, the IT community, the scientific community, the 
public, and students. 
Link: https://serbiacreates.rs/vest/341/institut-biosens-deo-agrobofood-projekta.php 

2. Internet magazine article in Poljosfera (May 7, 2020). Agricultural online magazine “Poljosfera” 
published the information about initial innovation experiments within the agROBOfood project and the 
first Open Call as well. Poljosfera is one of the most important web portals in Serbia specializing in 
agriculture, presenting new trends and tackling challenges that farmers are facing today. It gave 
national coverage and targeted farmers, extension services, startups, SMEs, and the IT community. 
Link:https://www.poljosfera.rs/agrosfera/agro-teme/ostalo/otvoren-prvi-poziv-za-finansiranje-
inovacija-projekat-agrobofood/ 

3. Internet article in Bizlife Magazine (May 7, 2020). Magazine “Bizlife” published the information about 
initial innovation experiments within the agROBOfood project and the first Open Call, too. Bizlife is a 
renowned magazine dedicated to business news and topics. It gave national coverage and targeted 
business and industry representatives, startups, SMEs, and the IT community. 
Link:https://www.bizlife.rs/preduzetnistvo/agrobofood-velika-sansa-za-inovacije-u-poljoprivredi-
konkurs-za-265-miliona-eur/ 

4. Internet magazine article in AgroSmart (May 7, 2020). Magazine “AgroSmart” published the 
information about initial innovation experiments within the agROBOfood project and the first Open Call 
as well. “AgroSmart” is a magazine that covers a variety of topics relevant to agriculture in general. 
For example, new trends in agriculture, digital transformation, agricultural policies, business point of 
view, funding opportunities for farmers, AgTech startups and SMEs, information about open calls, etc. 
It gave national/local coverage and targeted farmers, extension services, startups, SMEs, business 
and industry representatives. 
Link:https://agrosmart.net/2020/05/07/otvoren-agrobofood-265-miliona-evra-malim-i-srednjim-
preduzecima/ 
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5. Internet magazine article in Ekapija (May 7, 2020). Magazine “Ekapija” published the information 
about initial innovation experiments within the agROBOfood project and the first Open Call as well. 
Ekapija contains the most important economic news in the region, investments, tenders and public 
procurements, a catalog of companies, biographies of businessmen and interviews, announcements 
of economic events. It had a national coverage level and targeted the general public, farmers, 
extension services, startups, SMEs, business, and industry representatives. 
Link:https://www.ekapija.com/financing/2870663/otvoren-poziv-za-finansiranje-inovacija-u-
poljoprivredno-prehrambenom-sektoru-prijave-do-31 

6. Internet article in the Association of Journalists for Agriculture “Agropress” (May 7, 2020). The 
Association of Journalists for Agriculture “Agropress” published the information about initial 
innovation experiments within the agROBOfood project and the first Open Call as well. The 
Association of Journalists for Agriculture "AGROPRESS" is a non-governmental organization with the 
main purpose of reviving and improving rural life in Serbia. The Association gathers the latest scientific 
and technical breakthroughs in agriculture and advocates for the improvement of agricultural 
production and transfer of positive practices of developed agricultural countries to our region. It gave 
national coverage and targeted farmers, extension services, business, and industry representatives, 
and the general public. 
Link:http://agropress.org.rs/lat/rubrike/agroekonomija/item/6306-imate-ideje-ovo-je-sansa-za-
inovacije-u-poljoprivredi 

7. TV appearance (May 11, 2020). Staša Stojkov Rošić from BioSense was a guest on the TV show 
“Good morning, Vojvodino” on the regional TV station -Radio-television of Vojvodina. She explained 
the importance of the agROBOfood project for the Serbian and European farming sector, highlighted 
the goals of the project, explained initial innovation concepts, and talked about the Open Call. It gave 
national coverage and targeted the public, business, and industry representatives, the scientific 
community, farmers, extension services, IT community...etc. 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvewBpGzEvM 

8. Fourth Ministerial Conference on Innovations of China and CEE countries (October 8-9 in Belgrade). 
It gathered numerous policymakers, business, and industry representatives, as well as innovative 
research institutes and centers, both from Serbia and China. Prime Minister Ana Brnabić said that 
China saw Serbia as one of the key development partners in innovations and technological change. 
She and the Minister without portfolio in charge of innovation and technological development of Serbia 
Nenad Popović and the Minister of Science and Technology of China Wang Zhigang visited the booth 
of the BioSense Institute. Researchers presented the activities of BioSense Institute, as well as the 
most significant disruptive digital solutions and state-of-the-art prototypes developed -- among them 
the agROBOfood robot solution for soil nitrate monitoring was presented. 

 

 
Figure 4. Fourth Ministerial Conference on Innovations of China and CEE countries. 
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9. TV show “Znanje imanje” (June 26, 2020). The cult agricultural show is emitted on the national 

television which is dedicated to the farmers. On this occasion, the agROBOfood project was presented 
together with our robotic solution. 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTfiUPYkxEk 

 

10. TV show initiated by EU delegation in Serbia (filmed in December 2020). The EU Delegation in Serbia 
and the EU Info Center wanted to document success stories backed by EU funds. One of them was 
the great scientific and research results of the BioSense Institute, and among them, the agrobot Lala. 
The TV show should air soon. 

 

 
Figure 5. Filming of a TV show initiated by EU delegation in Serbia. 

 

11. The International Agricultural Fair in Novi Sad is the most important agribusiness event in Southeast 
Europe. During the seven days of the Novi Sad Fair 2020, it showcased the latest developments and 
products in agriculture and related industries, mechanization, services, equipment, food, and 
beverages. With numerous business and professional activities. Due to the Covid19 outbreak, the 
event was organized in accordance with health and safety measures- online (18.09.2020). Through 
video materials, we presented the digital solutions of BioSense, agrobot Lala among them, as well as 
all forms of support we provide to AgTech startups and SMEs both as a result of the agROBOfood 
project and outside the project. 
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Figure 6. International Agricultural Fair in Novi Sad. 

 
Finally, a promo video that demonstrates all the functionalities of the developed system was made. The video 
was partly filmed within BioSense premises and mostly in the Krivaja doo field where the actual demonstration 
of the system was performed. The video can be downloaded on the following link: 
https://cloud.biosense.rs/s/GdYK7sEKai7n9o3 

 

NEXT STEPS 

 

In the next period, the plan is to modify the mixing unit to reduce mixing time since the current sampling and 
analysis procedure takes 30 minutes compared to the initially planned 15-20 minutes timeframe. Our idea is 
to implement a blender-like mixer to shorten the mixing time. We could also optimize the anchoring step and 
speed of the soil sampling probe while entering and exiting the soil to meet the desired time. Furthermore, we 
will change the way the sample is removed -- from the current way of opening the plug on the container’s 
bottom to the rotation of the complete container to ensure more reliable sample removal in the case of 
harvesting residues. The parts for improving the system have been ordered and the idea is that during the 
winter months we make all the necessary changes so we are ready to perform in-field testing as soon as 
weather conditions are met. Once these improvements are finalized the plan is to equip the robotic system 
with a pH probe, EC probe, soil moisture sensor, and multi-ion nutrient probe for determining nutrients such 
as phosphorus, calcium, magnesium in addition to nitrogen. In this way, more parameters could be tracked at 
the same time which will provide a clearer picture of field needs and, in the end, contribute to more efficient 
agricultural production. 

With respect to the commercialization of our solution, BIOS has made some important steps. A patent 
application System and method for intelligent soil sampling, P2020/0817, The Intellectual Property Office, 
Republic of Serbia, was successfully submitted on July 13, 2020. Furthermore, we have presented our robotic 
solution at the event for robotics commercialization organized jointly by the H2020 project called MERLIN, 
Civitta (consulting company for commercialization) and Factobotics (the company that implements R&D 
projects with EU support). At the event, we were identified as one of the 3 most promising projects to work 
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further on. An NDA was signed between Factobotics and BIOS. Both parties have agreed on the action plan 
for commercialization. At the moment, Factobotics is performing interviews with various market players (large 
farmers, equipment suppliers…). The results of these interviews will be discussed and the expected business 
case from potential future clients will be evaluated before making any further agreements. 

Besides commercialization, the team will continue working on further improvements (those described above 
and other aspects of the solution). Our robot perfectly addresses climate-neutral agricultural production, hence 
could contribute to the 2030 goals. Therefore, Horizon Europe is seen as one of the tools for further 
improvements and developments of our agrobot.  

Our solution is dominantly oriented towards arable production. However, one of the possible development 
directions could involve its application in different scenarios such as vineyards and orchards. 
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INNOVATION EXPERIMENT – FINAL REPORT 
 

Regional Cluster 
East Mediterranean 

Europe 

Innovation Experiment name 
Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

Robotic olfactometry for detecting 
and controlling aflatoxins in maize 

Agricultural University of Athens 

Nikos Mylonas 

nmylonas@aua.gr 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

Vision 

Mycotoxins are dangerous for health and might be present in any grain 
depending on genotypes and environment. A robotic platform with 
autonomous capabilities in terms of field navigation, mycotoxin detection 
and spraying application is the overall vision of this IE. A new approach by 
using olfactometry to detect volatile evidence of aflatoxins, combined with 
plant-specific spraying techniques will minimize the environmental impact 
of agrochemical application, while improving the disease elimination. 

IE Objectives 

The main objectives of this experiment are: 

● to accurately detect and pinpoint aflatoxins in situ in maize fields 

● to contribute to de facto standards in variable rate spaying  
● to sidestep olfactometry technology into agricultural applications 

● to build a demonstrator that maximizes in situ mycotoxin detection 
and sprays precisely and only where needed 

● to decrease the environmental and financial impact of spraying 
against mycotoxins 

How will you 
deliver? 

A mobile robot platform with a QMS (quadrupole mass spectrometer) 
sensor and a precision sprayer attached will be deployed in a maize field. 
Risk prediction information (i.e. geographic aflatoxin crop alerts) will be 
provided by an aflatoxin-expert web-based Decision Support System (DSS) 
using agro-climatic and biological algorithms. Accurate detection and 
control of the precision sprayer will be provided by the QMS connected with 
dedicated software. The measurements and the actions of the system will 
be logged continuously (with location information) and will be presented to 
the stakeholders using the DSS.  
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INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Pest Control 

Robotics technology 
used  

sensing robots, spraying robot 

Technology Readiness 
Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

5-7 8 

Geographical coverage 

Direct geographical coverage was intended to include: Greece, Turkey, 
Cyprus and Israel, but COVID restricted the IE to Greece. The practices 
and lessons learnt can will be extended geographically later and can be 
further expanded to other grains or conventional tractors and spraying 
implements. 

Area(s) / facility(ies) of 
experimentation 

Field 

 

PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

Participant full name 
and type (e.g. SME, 
RTD, end user etc.) 

Participant role in the 
IE 

Region / Country 
Contact person full 

name and e-mail 

Agricultural University 
of Athens 

Coordinator & 
Scientific Consultant 

East Med / Greece 
Nikos Mylonas 

nmylonas@aua.gr  

AGENSO (SME) Technology Provider East Med / Greece 
Zisis Tsiropoulos 

tsiropoulos@agenso.gr  

Q Technologies (SME) Technology Provider 
North West Europe / 

United Kingdom 
Steve Taylor steve@q-

technologies.co.uk  

Yiotis Food Company End User East Med / Greece 
Katerina Pissaridi 

kpissaridi@jotis.gr  

 

  

mailto:nmylonas@aua.gr
mailto:tsiropoulos@agenso.gr
mailto:steve@q-technologies.co.uk
mailto:steve@q-technologies.co.uk
mailto:kpissaridi@jotis.gr
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DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided service 

in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full 
name and e-mail 

Agricultural University 
of Athens 

Mentor / Access to 
specialist expertise 

East Med / Greece 
Loukas Athanasakos 

l.athanasakos@aua.gr  

 

  

mailto:l.athanasakos@aua.gr
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SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 

 

As described in the Execution Plan provided at the beginning of the Experiment, the project is divided 

into 4 distinct research activities: 

Activity No.1: Integration of precise sprayer and QMS in platform 

All the components of the autonomous sprayer must be securely mounted on the Husky robot’s top 

plate. For that purpose, special mounts were designed for the Lidar, the GPS and the QMS. The 

compact spraying system’s tank is installed with straps alongside the vertical array of 3 nozzles. The 

sprayer can spray in 3 different rates, and can be controlled either: autonomously, using an Android 

application or manually. We used a dedicated laptop computer for controlling and interconnecting all 

the subsystems and finally, for the power requirements, a 12V battery and a power inverter. This was 

achieved, see figure 1. 

  

Figure 1: The Husky robotic platform with all components added, 

deployed on the field for i) component testing, and ii) test spraying 
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Activity No.2: Robot field navigation and aflatoxin scout 

This was handled by the Husky’s computer. A dedicated IMU alongside a Lidar scanner and an RTK 

GPS, feeding data into the computer, where using ROS, the robot can be programmed to navigate 

itself within a corn field through predefined GPS waypoints. The auto-navigation includes obstacle 

avoidance, session mapping and location logging.  

For the aflatoxin scouting activities, a set of characteristic mass peaks for VOC presence were 

identified in the lab, see figure 2. With the QMS’s membrane sampling inlet at a distance of 

approximately 10cm from the crop, the system takes a mass scan only for the pre-identified peaks, 

see figure 3. If a certain amount of them are present, then it sends a signal to trigger the sprayer. 

 

Figure 2: Processed mass scans from infected and non-infected seeds in the lab 

 

 

Figure 3: Software testing with the QMS. Each peak resembles a mass scan 
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Activity No.3: Decision Support System (DSS) for pest outbreak prediction and optimum spraying 

The DSS provides valuable information regarding possible toxin outbreaks as well as the ideal spraying 

timeframe according to real time weather conditions. For achieving this, the DSS is using predictive 

modelling for alerting for possible outbreaks, and combines the prediction result with the optimal 

spraying time window which is calculated using the methodology that AGENSO has developed1. If the 

weather conditions are not favourable for spraying, the location of detected VOCs by the robot is 

stored, and used for spraying when the conditions allow. 

Activity No.4: Field deployment and pilot trials 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the pilot trials were reduced to integration evaluation. Additional 

trials will be performed during the 2021 season.  

 

Figure 4: Unprocessed mass scans from late stages of crop lifecycle in the field 

AUA, as a DIH, has provided the experiment with “Access to specialists expertise” for the development 

of all the sub components (phytopathologists, robotic experts). In addition, as a CC, AUA provided with 

the infrastructure (pilot fields, labs) and materials (toxins and chemical substances, equipment, tools).  

  

 
1 http://about.effispray.gr/en/. 

http://about.effispray.gr/en/
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Key Performance Indicators 

KPI Baseline  Target  Actual 

Damage-system failure-
component displacement 

1  0 0 

Variable rate spraying >10 Rates Infinite 3 Rates 

Successful 
communication of the 

spraying system with the 
robot’s navigation system 

1Hz Rate 5Hz  (2021) 

Collision avoidance and 
path following success 

rate 
10 Incidents 2  0 

Successful mycotoxin 
detection using QMS 

sensor 
- 60% (2021) 

DSS prediction accuracy 70% >90% (2021) 

Mycotoxin reduction in 
maize 

No reduction 40%  (2021) 

Milestones 

Auto-Navigation All-in-one Integration Toxin Detection 
Variable-Rate 

Spraying 

Test Sites 

AUA Experimental Fields 
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PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 

 

During the course of the experiment, inevitably some challenges arose. These challenges were 
addressed as mentioned below: 

• QMS System 
The QMS, being laboratory grade equipment, presented some challenges: 

o All the components of the system (vacuum pump, ECU, pressure sensor) require 
household power of 110 – 220 V AC. Having a mobile autonomous platform there was 
the need to provide power on board the robot (i.e. in situ). The solution was to 
measure the power consumption of the system and introduce a 12V DC automotive 
grade battery alongside a 500VA pure sinewave voltage inverter. 

o The QMS was chosen as it is relatively compact for its measurement capability, 
however it is a very sensitive instrument and requires special handling. Special 
padding was added to the custom mounts so that vibrations and shocks from the 
robot’s movement could be muted to an acceptable level. 

o The system builds vacuum using a high-speed turbo molecular pump (TMP). The 
turbine is very prone to damage due to movements, therefore in between every field 
measurement the system has to shut down while the robot moves. In addition, due 
to the nature of the probe, there is currently no way to automate the opening and 
closing action of the nozzle, therefore the presence of an operator is mandatory. 

o During the first lab testing period (03/2020), we encountered a part failure. More 
specifically the turbine part of the TMP failed and had to be returned to the UK for 
repairs. Since there was a lockdown situation in both Greece and the UK, the 
procedure of returning, repairing and having the replacement back was very time 
consuming, resulting in a delay of 120 days in the lab measurements and field trials. 
Effectively, although there are some preliminary results from lab testing, those results 
lack a definite a conclusion since there was not enough time to appropriate calibrate 
the instrument and validate with field testing. 

• Precise Sprayer 
With limited space on the platform, a small 15L tank was used for the sprayer, with a small 
pump that has 3 settings. This was not a problem, since the pressure range was adequate for 
the application. 

• DSS Platform 
Although the DSS algorithms and basic DSS structure was developed by AGENSO, there was 
not enough time during the crop season to evaluate and improve the prediction models on 
the field due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The evaluation and the improvements of the models 
and the DSS will be held at 2021 cropping season.  

• COVID-19 
The pandemic situation across the world affected the experiment heavily. As mentioned 
multiple times above, there was not enough time for experiments within the crop season. The 
validation measurements and the field pilots that were necessary for the complete system 
evaluation and the effective detection of VOCs had to be cancelled. An additional 
experimental period will be carried out in 2021 to achieve this validation and add to the 
results. 
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DISSEMINATION 

Dissemination activities included: 

• Presentation within a Regional Workshop of the “SmartAgriHubs”2 project in the 2020 

Agrotica3 fair. 

 

 
 

(Total attendance: 30 persons) 

 

  

 
2 https://www.smartagrihubs.eu  
3 https://agrotica.helexpo.gr/en  

https://www.smartagrihubs.eu/
https://agrotica.helexpo.gr/en
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• Presentation within a Regional Cluster Meeting with all the partners of the East Med Cluster. 

 

 
 

(Total attendance: 20 persons) 

• Presentation within an annual conference in Cyprus4 regarding Agriculture. 

 

 

(Total attendance: 150 persons) 

• Presentations within Agricultural courses through the project “New Agriculture for a New 

Generation”5 both on digital platforms and in person, across Greece (Total attendance: 150 

persons). 

• Several social media posts and a video upload: 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6M0etVzul8  

o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6632609848225857537  

o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6636634973912862720  

o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6643059514444656640 

o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6656181423399153665  

o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6696751602365186048  

o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6703566610193502208  

 
4 https://www.imhbusiness.com/3o-παγκύπριο-συνέδριο-γεωργίας  
5 https://www.generationag.org/en  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6M0etVzul8
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6632609848225857537
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6636634973912862720
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6643059514444656640
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6656181423399153665
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6696751602365186048
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6703566610193502208
https://www.imhbusiness.com/3o-παγκύπριο-συνέδριο-γεωργίας
https://www.generationag.org/en
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o https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6723969007914942464  

(With a total of more than 20.000 impressions) 

 

NEXT STEPS 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic we unfortunately lost valuable time from our experimental season 
for 2020. This will be remedied during the 2021 season and our plan is to:  

• Relaunch the experiments in the lab, with the QMS Instrument tuned for more 
sensitivity.  

• Evaluate the outcomes and translate them into meaningful information.  
• Launch similar measurements on a test maize field within the AUA campus in Athens, 

Greece.  
• Cross reference both outcomes and evaluate at what stage aflatoxin presence in the 

field becomes detectable in amounts readable with the existing equipment.  
• Launch a demonstration test with the autonomous robot, where the robot will have the 

complete solution mounted (DSS information, QMS, navigation software etc.) 
• Also demonstrate the robot applying the appropriate PPPs when toxin is detected.  

 

Before considering the options for next steps after the end of the IE, we identify some of the 
limitations: 

• The robustness of the system to operate in open field environments, is still questionable.  

• Sampling time of QMS needs to be dramatically reduced, in order to provide a feasible 
solution. 

• Inter-row navigation in late growth stages is difficult without RTK-GPS guidance. The corridors 
are almost blocked by the corn vegetation. 

• Aflatoxin shows up in late growth stages, where spraying is not possible in conventional 
farming. 

• Mycotoxin disease control is also a challenge with chemical plant protection products (PPPs), 
especially since the infection only becomes visible when it is already quite advanced.  

• More exhaustive investigation of DSS prediction capabilities is needed, to fine-tune prediction 
models.  

Considering the limitations mentioned above, the likelihood of product commercialisation for a small 
portable mass spectrometer based on QMS sensor is high. The challenge is to maintain the 
performance of the QMS whilst keeping the footprint small and power consumption low. There are 
many application areas with some of which even extending beyond the agricultural sector. 
Automated sniffing for illegal drugs, explosives, chemical weapons and hidden personnel are all 
application are areas for small portable olfactory sensors. Considering agriculture such sensor 
systems could be used for plant health monitoring, extended disease detection for crops other than 
maize and maturity estimation. Combined with the mounted sprayer, then this robotic platform can 
be deployed as a smart solution within any field. Finally, a QMS olfactometry robotic solution can be 
used for water quality monitoring.  

If the improvements of the QMS in size and power are adequate, then there is the possibility to 
mount it on a drone and open up a new world of potential. Possible solutions into making the QMS 
smaller include the design of the system with no (or few) moving parts such as a Getter based 
vacuum system. 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6723969007914942464
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Apart from the QMS and the aforementioned fields of application, there is also great potential for 
self-navigating robotic platforms. Alternative navigation solutions (i.e. vision-based navigation) in 
combination with the appropriate complimentary sensors can create a robotic platform that could 
potentially fit to any application scenario where any set of applicators (sprayers, robotic arms, 
grippers, fire extinguishers, soil samplers etc.) can be mounted and operated.  
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agROBOfood Innovation Experiment Final Report 

 

Regional Cluster 

Iberia 

Innovation Experiment name 
Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

IIE3 – Monitoring Vineyard 

Production 

Ferran Roure (Eurecat) 

ferran.roure@eurecat.org 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

Vision 

One of the most important aspects for a wine producer during the season is 

the capacity to “predict the future”. Having crucial information some time 

before a critical deadline, notably harvesting, could increase production by 

adapting some criteria or action according to these predictions. In this 

experiment we focused on try to produce a production estimate by counting 

the grape bunches in the field. This task cannot be done by humans for 

obvious reasons but is a perfect task for a computer.  

IE Objectives 

- Design a stand-alone sensor system for generating automatic 

georeferenced images. 

- Implement an Artificial Intelligence algorithm for grape detection 

in images. 

- Create user-friendly reports for the producers. 

 

How will you deliver? 
In this experiment we made a sensor prototype, a grape-detector algorithm, 

and a user interface for result visualization. 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Wine production 

Robotics technology 

used  
Computer Vision and Deep Learning 

Technology 

Readiness Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

5 7 

Geographical 

coverage 
Spain / France 

Area(s) / facility(ies) of 

experimentation 
Field 
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PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

Participant full 

name and type (e.g. 

SME, RTD, end 

user etc.) 

Participant role in 

the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full name and e-

mail 

EURECAT 

Coordinator and 

technology 

developer 

Spain 

Ferran Roure 

(ferran.roure@eurecat.org) 

E-STRATOS 

Geosystems 

Geosystem 

developer 
Spain 

Victor Falguera 

 (v.falguera@e-stratos.eu) 

VITIROVER 

Solutions 
Robot base supplier France 

Xavier Beaulieu 

(xavier.davidbeaulieu@vitirover.com) 

 

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided service 

in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full name 

and e-mail 

EURECAT Business services Spain 
Mireia Dilmé 

(mireia.dilme@eurecat.org) 

    

    

 

  

mailto:ferran.roure@eurecat.org
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SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 

 

We developed a sensing prototype ready to be attached to a robot or a tractor, that automatically 

takes georeferenced images of the plants. This sensor attaches a Sony Alpha 6000 camera to a 

sturdy base plate and adds a protective case that includes power, GPS sensors and cooling system, 

see fig. 1. This sensor system has been built and tested in the field, producing images as in fig. 2. 

 

 

Figure 1: Image acquisition system version 1 with all components depicted.  

 

We developed an algorithm based on deep learning that should detect clusters (bunches) of grapes 

in crowded images from vines. We tested the CNNs Resnet50 and DenseNet, using transfer learning 

for more accurate results. We found that both CNNs achieved similar results -- approximately 80% 

of success rate in validation. We trained the networks with approximately 500 samples, manually 

annotated (2500 with data augmentation).  Unfortunately, COVID-19 restrictions meant that we were 

not able to take our equipment to the vineyard until August, so we only managed one run (see below) 

because these last grapes were harvested in the following week. Therefore, we could not collect 

enough high-quality images for full training. Image collection has had to be delayed until the new 

grape season starts in May 2021. 
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Figure 2: Results of the grape detection algorithm based on Deep Learning.  

We achieved approximately 80% success during the validation phase. 

Field experiment 

In August 2020 we were finally able to take our sensor to cabernet sauvignon vineyard, owned by 

Cellers Piñol, a small wine producer from El Penedes (Catalonia). With the sensors active and 

attached to one side of the vehicle (in this case, a small human-guided AGV), images were 

continuously captured while the vehicle navigated the field row by row. Images were taken every 2 

meters, approximately, which is the planting interval in this vineyard. These images were uploaded 

to processing servers for analysis. As stated previously, the grapes were harvested the following 

week so only one run could be achieved in 2020.  

Visualization of results 

Our detection algorithm processes every image and detects each bunch of grapes in every single 

image and transfers this information to the visualization platform. In this platform, a heat-map of 

production is created according to the number grape clusters found in every image, indexed by the 

image location and superimposed on a satellite map. So, the user can use the map to visualize a 

production estimate of the entire field. 

We developed a web-based application on the e-Stratos platform to enable all this information to 

be visualized and interacted with on a local map of the field, see fig.3. The colour code depicts the 

count of grape bunches in each image. This gives a quick and visual estimation of the current 

production state and estimates for the eventual yield once the grapes are harvested. The app also 

counts and reports the number of images with each colour coding; also, a chart of various indices 

such as temperature and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI).  

The data from this first run is rather rough and (as is always the case with physical experiments) 

revealed some sources of error. Notably, errors in the relative position obtained by the GNSS can 

clearly be seen towards the middle of the field. These localization errors and the grape 

clusters/bunches missed will be investigated during our 2021 field experiments and certainly there 

will be improvements that we can make. 
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Figure 3: The field part of the web-based user interface showing images with high, medium and low numbers 

of grape clusters detected.  

By clicking on an individual dot, the farmer can see the image for himself.  

The dateline along the bottom of the field picture can be used to access satellite NDVI. 

PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 

 

Due to the pandemic situation, only one data collection run could be done, which was a huge problem 

in terms of achieving IE targets. We captured as much data as we could but was not enough for 

robust algorithm training.  

There are also problems with localization, which probably will not affect the production estimates but 

will cause the visualization to look unreliable. There are methods of increasing GNSS accuracy e.g., 

by using local emitters, which we can consider. 

With only one run, we did not have the opportunity to check things like robustness and reliability for 

our sensing device. It may prove necessary to consider upgrading the protective case. 

We would like to generalize our system to other common grape varieties and other common growing 

methods. 

DISSEMINATION 

 

We did not feel that we had sufficient results to disseminate this IE in 2020. We will focus on 

dissemination during October 2021, when we (COVID permitting!) will have a full season of high-

quality images of grapes of different types and different maturity levels and a fully-trained deep 

learning network giving properly geolocated images. We have a wide local network and a wider 

social network where we publish items of interest such as our future advances in this experiment. 
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NEXT STEPS 

We have already built a second version of our sensing device. This device gives an improvement on 

modularity, simplicity and autonomy (6 hours). We developed a more compact system, self-powered 

and easy rechargeable, that can be carried by a walking human or attached to a robot or tractor. 

Actually, one objective for this year is testing the system with a local farmer, attaching it to a tractor 

during its regular working day. We added a thermal camera in order to investigate the usability of 

thermal imagery to supplement the experimental data.  

 

 

Figure 4 Second version of our image acquisition system design 

 

Our next steps will be performing more data campaigns to acquire more images from the vineyard 

at different times during the season. Our first image collection run of 2021 is organized for mid-May, 

with further acquisition campaigns in June, July and August. 

We will work on improving our deep learning algorithm to have a more robust grape cluster detection 

system and an accurate ripening control system.  
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agROBOfood Innovation Experiment Final Report 

 

Regional Cluster 

DIH: FhG 

Innovation Experiment name 
Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

Experiment 4: Navigation in rough 

terrain e.g. olive groves 

Kevin Bregler  

kevin.bregler@ipa.fraunhofer.de 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

Vision 

The EU generates 70% of the world-production of olive oil, mainly in the 

Mediterranean countries. With the extensive exploitation of 

monocultures in agriculture, many traditional small farmers as well as its 

traditional olive genera are no longer economically competitive. This 

proposed experiment will help to maximize the efficiency of small and 

medium-sized enterprises in the area of traditional olive industry. 

Difficult-to-access areas in the steep olive groves pose a risk to manual 

workers. This experiment seeks to address this limitation by using 

advances in autonomous robotic navigation to enable these areas to be 

reached.  

IE Objectives 

The aim of the proposed project is the development and integration of a 

mobile outdoor platform, namely the Summit XL (by Robotnik), for use 

in olive groves. The fully electrified AGV will be equipped with sensor 

modules for gathering important information such as the right time to 

harvest the olives for the best post processing results (i.e. oil or pickled). 

This will help small SMEs (olive farmers) to maximize the quality and 

quantity of the crops of traditional olive genera.  

In a prototype setup, the AGV will be able to drive through groves 

autonomously and gather images for processing. The robot will be able 

to successfully reach into and explore areas that are confined spaces and 

difficult to reach. Cumbersome and time consuming tasks for 

observation of crops can thus be transferred to an autonomous system 

an help traditional olive farmers to stay competitive. 

How will you deliver? 

Firstly, the Summit XL platform will be modified to lower the centre of 

mass for the operation in rough environments. Secondly, the general 

driving system will be adjusted and necessary sensory equipment will be 

integrated. Thirdly, the navigation algorithms for autonomous 

navigation in outdoor environments will be developed.  

The platform will be tested with a prototype setup in an olive grove 

belonging to a traditional olive farmer. 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Horticulture, specifically traditional olive groves for monitoring 

Robotics technology 

used  

Mobile outdoor platform (Summit XL) by Robotnik with autonomous 

navigation software by Fraunhofer IPA 
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Technology Readiness 

Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

6 8 

Geographical coverage Spanish companies supported by Fraunhofer IPA in Germany 

Area(s) / facility(ies) of 

experimentation 

Laboratory and outdoor campus of Fraunhofer IPA 

Olive grove of farmers in Spain, close to the facilities of Robotnik 

 

PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

Participant full name 

and type (e.g. SME, 

RTD, end user etc.) 

Participant role in 

the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full name and 

e-mail 

Robotnik 

Automation S.L.L. 
Provider of AGV Valencia/Spain 

Rafael Lopez 

rlopez@robotnik.es 

micro-SME olive 

farmers represented 

by the Granja 

Amareleja 

cooperative 

end user Valencia/Spain 

via Robotnik, as above 

 

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided 

service in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full name and e-

mail 

Fraunhofer IPA Supporter Stuttgart/Germany 

Ahmad Issa / Kevin Bregler 

Ahmad.issa@ipa.fraunhofer.de / 

Kevin.bregler@ipa.fraunhofer.de 

 

 

SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 

 

The mobile outdoor platform Summit XL is developed by Robotnik to cope with navigation in rough 

and steep (up to 80%) terrain, like that found in the aforementioned olive groves. It is ready to use with 

Robot Operating System (ROS) software installed but initially was not equipped with any autonomous 

navigation software. All necessary sensors for reliable outdoor navigation have been integrated onto 

this experiment. The platform then was sent to Fraunhofer IPA in Germany for initial testing in 

laboratory and structured outdoor environments.  

 

The robotics department of Fraunhofer IPA has been working on navigation software for mobile robots 

for many years with a main focus on reusability. A key to this achievement is the use of ROS. The 

navigation stack is engineered to operate on many different hardware setups and could therefore 

quickly be deployed on the Summit XL. The localisation and mapping algorithms developed at 

Fraunhofer IPA rely solely on odometry and 2D laser scanners and provide very high reliability in 

dynamically changing but structured environments. The Summit XL was able to navigate autonomously 

in the laboratory as well as the outdoor campus of the institute with the right tuning and small 

adaptations to the software. 
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However, olive groves are more unstructured than any environment this navigation software had been 

used for up to the time of the experiment. Furthermore, odometry data is not very reliable when driving 

on rough and uneven ground since wheel slippage may occur frequently. 

Consequently, two main extensions were introduced to the SLAM algorithms based on a 3D laser 

scanner installed on the Summit XL. First, the odometry data is matched with a 2D slice of the 3D laser 

scan to compensate for wheel slippage. If necessary, the 2D slice can be stabilized to constant pitch and 

roll angles using the IMU data. Second, the localization and mapping algorithms were extended to the 

three dimensional laser scan data. In particular, three-dimensional Normal Distribution Transforms 

(NDTs) and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are applied for localisation and mapping in a voxel grid. 

The texture of the ground of olive groves is subject to frequent changes and/or usually has no distinct 

characteristics, while olive trees serve as fixed anchors. Test drives in an olive grove showed that olive 

trees are easily recognisable in the voxel grid and therefore can be easily labelled as such. Results are 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

For the execution of planning algorithms, a costmap can be built by using a 2D slice of the 3D map 

considering the maximum altitude difference the Summit XL can overcome. With this setup, the robot is 

able to navigate autonomously in an olive grove. It is now up to the user to send the robot on specific 

missions such as observation of specific olive trees. Monitoring like this can help the farmer to minimize 

the number of physical inspections while still correctly identifying the best time to initiate harvest for 

each olive tree individually. Further crop care can also be automated. A platform that can navigate 

autonomously thus provides a basis for automating all downstream cultivation processes. 

 

  
Figure 1: Olive tree trunks marked in orange in the 3D voxel grid map (top) with 2D projection (bottom right) and 

synchronized video material (bottom left). 

 

PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 

 

Despite nice remote collaboration, on-site testing of hardware and software could only be executed in a 

limited manner. For example planning algorithms could only be tested intensively on the outdoor 

campus of Fraunhofer IPA but not in actual olive groves. Furthermore, the parameters of the localization 

are highly correlated; fine-tuning relies on fast iterations of algorithm development, parameter adaption 

and field tests, which suffered severely due to the travel restrictions. Finally, the olive farmer end users 

were unfortunately unable to be involved as had been planned. 
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The Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping algorithms that were adapted for this experiment rely on 

accurate odometry data. The properties of rough terrain combined with the off-road wheels of the 

Summit XL result in significant offsets of the odometry compared to the actual movement of the robot 

base. Consequently, one of the major challenges was finding a way to make up for this offset with the 

limited sensor equipment. The scan-matching presented in this experiment has proven to be a well-

suited solution. 

 

The robot has not yet been equipped with a camera that has a high resolution or can get close to the 

fruits, so it is not yet possible to gather the detailed information needed to determine the maturity of 

the olives. Once the robot is capable of providing detailed images and with some effort in labelling 

training data, state of the art computer vision techniques can be used to classify the maturity based on 

the colour of the olives. 

 

 

DISSEMINATION 

 

With corona restrictions, no dissemination activities were possible. 

 

NEXT STEPS 

 

With limited testing opportunities, the reliability of the system should be ensured before 

commercialisation. While self-localisation and mapping algorithms can well be tested offline, planning 

algorithms need extensive on-site testing. As mentioned before, on-site tests could not be executed. 

 

We will continue the development of robust outdoor navigation capabilities, which are useful for many 

applications. For example, we are considering running tests in traditional apple orchards in Germany, 

some of which show similar complexity. 

 

It may be useful to have a unique identification of every single olive tree. Currently olive trees have to 

be labelled manually in the navigation map if distinction between the trees is required. This manual 

labelling is a rather easy task as olive trees stand out fairly well in the map and synchronized images 

from the mounted camera are available. Nevertheless, computer vision techniques could be applied to 

automate this procedure. 

 

A useful future application of the robot can be monitoring of olive growth and maturation with 

subsequent harvest appraisal based on number of fruits and changes in colour. However, with the 

current setup, olive recognition is not feasible. Detecting olives with a camera mounted directly on the 

Summit XL would require a very high resolution since one, the Summit XL is only 40 cm high compared 

to olive trees growing up to 10 or even 20 meters and two, olive leaves have many visual similarities to 

olives, which make them hard to distinguish with low-resolution images. Apart from higher resolution 

cameras, hyperspectral imaging can be taken into consideration to tackle these issues. 

 

The robot framework presented here is not restricted to olive groves but could also be used for other 

kinds of trees. Further specific use cases could be investigated. 
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Regional Cluster 

WUR 

 
Innovation Experiment name 

 

Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

Greenhouse Cucumber 

Leaf Removal 

Ruud Barth 

r.barth@saia-agrobotics.com 

 
 
 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

 
 

 
Vision 

Bringing economically viable robotic harvesting and crop handling technology 

for greenhouses onto the market, to relieve human labour under harsh and 

repetitive conditions, to relieve the grower of a declining human labour market 

and to provide consumers a sustainable solution for future food security. It is 

the goal to harvest fruit and vegetables automatically, on time and with less 

manpower resulting in lower production and resource costs whilst solving the 

labour quality and availability problem. 

 
 

IE Objectives 

In order to reach the long term goal of greenhouse robotics, a demonstrator 

is built which can remove leaves from greenhouse cucumber and tomato 

plants prior to harvesting. The IE included a market exploration and a 

technological feasibility study. This project will be a demonstration  case to 

show that the agROBOfood Digital Innovation Hub can be used to gain 

valuable customer and technology validation. 

 

 
How will you deliver? 

The IE will prove that a working prototype of an autonomous robot that can 

remove leaves in the greenhouse can be researched and developed within a 

rather short period of time. The market exploration and technological 

validation will provide key insights in how to continue in this domain. A video 

of the prototype will be delivered. 

 
 
 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Greenhouse Horticulture – Fruits and Vegetables 

Robotics technology 

used 

Autonomous Greenhouse Platforms for integration with 

Agricultural Robotics 

 
Technology Readiness 

Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

4 6 

Geographical 

coverage 
The Netherlands 

 
Area(s) / facility(ies) of 

experimentation 

Laboratory 

Experimental Greenhouses 

Commercial Greenhouses 

mailto:r.barth@saia-agrobotics.com
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PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

Participant full name 

and type (e.g. SME, 

RTD, end user etc.) 

Participant role in the 

IE 

 
Region / Country 

Contact person full 

name and e-mail 

Saia Agrobotics 

SME 

Integration 

Testing 

Requirements 

The Netherlands Ruud Barth 

r.barth@saia- 

agrobotics.com 

Bogaerts Greenhouse 

Logistics 

SME 

AGV Design Belgium Joris Bogaerts 

joris@bogaertsgl.com 

Grower 

End-User 

Testing 

Requirements 

The Netherlands Contact details 

available on request 

 
 
 

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided service 

in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full 

name and e-mail 

WUR Testing Facilities 

Bleiswijk 

The Netherlands Erik Pekkeriet 

erik.pekkeriet@wur.nl 

 
WUR 

Testing Facilities 

Unifarm 

The Netherlands Erik Pekkeriet 

erik.pekkeriet@wur.nl 

 
WUR 

 
Plant expert knowledge 

The Netherlands Lydia Meesters 

lydia.meesters@wur.nl 

mailto:joris@bogaertsgl.com
mailto:erik.pekkeriet@wur.nl
mailto:erik.pekkeriet@wur.nl
mailto:lydia.meesters@wur.nl
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Within the agROBOfood programme SAIA Agrobotics developed a prototype greenhouse leaf removing robot 

within one year. Not only the technology was taken into account, a fundamental requirement was to form a 

positive business case for the growers. 

The prototype was tested several times in the WUR greenhouse research facilities in Bleiswijk. These tests 

were used to optimise the end effector design and the optimal trajectory of the robot arm to cut off the individual 

leaves. The principle of the end effector is based on applying a vacuum to suck the leaf and stretch the stalk 

in a known position so that it can be cut. The shape of the end effector was designed in such a way that an 

integrated knife is capable of cutting off the leaf without the chance of damaging the plant’s stem. The 

movement of the arm required additional attention to perform this action.  

The KPIs were i) leaf harvesting speed and ii) leaf recognition performance. Our goal for harvesting speed 

was about 10 seconds per leaf. Our goal for leaf recognition performance based on individual leaves was 

90% accuracy. The goal for overall robot performance itself (the total loop) was set at 75%. These KPIs 

proved very realistic. They have been met and passed by iterating improvements to the prototype as shown 

during three test sessions in the Bleiswijk facilities with the complete robot and several more just on the end 

effector. We tested parts of the technology at a grower in Boekel (NL) and also did data collection there for 

our computer vision. We also performed tests at Unifarm, the greenhouse in Wageningen owned by WUR. 

Tomato leaf removal was also tested in an additional separate experiment with equal performance.  

Saia takes a positive business case for the end users very seriously. When analysing the business case we 

cooperated with Multigrow, one of the best and innovative Dutch cucumber growers. For investigation of the 

business case the price of a single cucumber is benchmarked. We modelled how many leaves should be 

removed per hectare during the season and compared human performance to robot performance in cost and 

time in detail. We included i) identification accuracy and residuals, ii) cutting performance and residuals, iii) 

speeds, and several other essential factors like energy costs and wage costs. This way you can conclude if 

there is a good business case for the leaf harvesting robot compared to the current or near future situation. The 

benchmark for the current situation consists of the current cost structure (validated with Multigrow and based 

on manual labour). Comparison with the benchmark for the situation using Saia’s robot proved that it is possible 

to increase the productivity per hectare while reducing costs. 

The main conclusion is that careful consideration should be given to how cultivation systems and plants should 

be optimized for robot labour. The current approach in which robots operate within a cropping system that is 

optimized for human labour appears not to produce optimal results. Success rates of the robot actions have 

to be in the range of 95-100% to get a positive business case. These numbers are out of reach with the current 

approach. Leaves and cucumbers not harvested damage the plant productivity during the cultivation period, 

which is obviously not acceptable to the grower. As a result a human has to check the work performed by the 

robot, which undermines the business case. Saia states that a robot isn’t capable of replacing a human when 

the robot has to perform its work in an environment that has been optimized for humans for decades. 

As a result, Saia started initial tests in the (WUR) Unifarm greenhouses to identify possibilities for optimizing 

plant growing systems in order to make the crop more suitable for robot workers. The WUR DIH helped Saia 

to get in touch with a leading expert in this field. The agROBOfood project provided additional funding to 

provide the expert with sufficient resources to answer Saia’s questions in a profound way. 

 

 

The main challenge during the project was to align the timelines between the project partners. Especially the 

short period of time available to finish the innovation experiment made it challenging. Bogaerts Greenhouse 

Logistics wasn’t able to provide Saia with a platform in time to assemble the prototype in order to run the 

greenhouse experiments according to plan. 

SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 

PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 
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Bogaerts has designed a mobile robot platform based on a pipe rail system, market research into a SLAM 

module for autonomous navigation and a new communication platform for autonomous vehicles. Despite all 

efforts, They had to withdraw from this agROBOfood IE because not enough time was available to develop 

their robot and give added value. 

In the end Saia replaced the Bogaerts platform with an alternative platform. The DIH and agROBOfood project 

management was very helpful to make the required project changes. Saia was able to adopt and finished to 

project within the original time frame. 

The business case analysis led us to the conclusion that robots in this greenhouse application should really 

perform very well (>95%) before a positive business case is realised. Unfortunately, the innovation experiment 

proved to us that for deleafing, this is still very challenging to achieve. 

Saia was mainly affected by the Covid-19 pandemic in terms of delays caused by obligatory working from 

home. Since all conferences, exhibitions etc. have been canceled the dissemination possibilities were limited 

to online channels only. 



DISSEMINATION 
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The third agROBOfood newsletter 

was published in June 2020. This 

newsletter formed the base for the 

further dissemination of this 

innovation experiment. 

The video was shot at the same 

Bleiswijk facilities where the robot 

was put to the test. The video was 

disseminated with the previously 

mentioned newsletter. The  video is 

hosted on the Vimeo platform and 

was played over 1100 times in the 

period up until October 2020. 

 

 
 

Mainly LinkedIn was used as social media to further spread the newsletter content including the video. 

Multigrow told us that every cucumber grower in The Netherlands was aware of the video. It has been the talk 

of the town. 

The Start-life1 event was one of the first events that reinvented itself in an online format. Saia participated and 

provided the (approximate 300) participants with an update, including putting the agROBOfood video on show. 

Amongst agROBOfood project members, our experiences have been shared during the online version of the 

annual agROBOfood meeting on the 30th of September 2020. The video was also on display. 

 

 

Currently we do not have the intention to bring this prototype further to the market, as we concluded that we 

should first give a good look on how plants be grown optimally for robot tending before the business case gets 

better. We are using however the information learned on the technologies of this robot in new projects in 

computer vision and robot control. 

For SAIA, this Innovation Experiment is a stepping stone for a new route for robotization. SAIA believes that it 

is possible to extensively automate greenhouse horticulture if the correct cultivation practices and breeding is 

combined with robotics. The agROBOfood project helped Saia towards this new route it will follow towards the 

promising future of greenhouse robotics. 

 
 

 

1 https://start-life.nl/ 
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Regional Cluster 

INRAE 

(AgroTechnoPole) 

Innovation Experiment name 
Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

ARPA 

Simon Sayegh 

simon.sayegh@inrae.fr 

Christophe Debain 

Christophe.debain@inrae.fr 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

Vision 

To foster benefits of agricultural robots in order to boost farming 

conditions by developing a new Test Service Offer that will be 

available in the future at the international level to all interested 

manufacturers and suppliers 

IE Objectives 

The ARPA (Agricultural Robot Performance Assessment) Innovation 
Experiment project will develop methods and procedures (with 
associated facilities) and create a package of tests for evaluating the 
performance of agricultural robots. 
This will lead to the development of a standardized European service 

able to characterize the performance of whole robotic solutions and 

their components within agricultural robots.  

Three initital performance tests will be developed under the ARPA 

IE Project:  

• ARPA1: Detection of reference obstacles (as described in 5/ 

Verification of the safety requirements and protective or risk 

reduction measures of ISO18497 document 

• ARPA2: Tests of perception system performance for agricultural 

robots under difficult environmental conditions such as rain, fog, 

dust, poor lighting conditions (as mentioned in 4.11.2/ possible 

risk and failures modes of ISO18497 document)  

• ARPA3: Tests of safety devices that prevent agricultural robots 

leaving the defined work area  

The ARPA IE will allow the elaboration of suitable protocols for 

implementing and validating tests with SME partners, demonstrated 

with three Beta testers within this IE. 

How will you deliver? 

The aim of ARPA was to provide protocols of tests assessing robot 

safety functions. In order to design these protocols we decided to 

conduct a pre-study of the possible causes of malfunction of safety 

functions and to prioritize the elements to be tested. The principal 

results of this study are attached to the protocols in order to improve 

mailto:simon.sayegh@inrae.fr
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them in the future. We designed three testing protocols as a result 

of this pre-study which we believe assess the most critical 

parameters of safety. 

Testing our 3 protocols with the robots of three industrial SME 

partners (AgreenCulture, Sitia and Vitibot) allowed us to improve the 

protocols. During these tests we also designed several methods of 

executing the tests by adapting the parameters of the protocols to 

the machine characteristics. 

So we now have 3 protocols for assessing agricultural robot safety: 

ARPA1 ensures that the robot can avoid collision with obstacles like 

human beings following the principle characteristic of the ISO18497 

requirements 

ARPA2 deals with perception system performance under difficult 

environmental conditions (rain, fog, poor lighting, dust). It has been 

designed with CEREMA1 who is one of our local partners. 

ARPA3 deals with geofencing, aiming to ensure that the HAAM will 

respect the integrity of its working area. 

ARPA1 and ARPA3 have been validated but ARPA2 is still being 

validated. Currently we are working with our partner CEREMA in 

order to finish the validation of this protocol. 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Every Agri-food sectors are currently targeted 

Robotics technology 

used  
Mobile robots 

Technology 

Readiness Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

8-9 10 

Geographical 

coverage 

EU 

France 

Area(s) / facility(ies) of 

experimentation 
Laboratories and test platform of INRAE, AgroTechnoPôle and CEREMA 

 

PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

 
1  Centre for Studies and Expertise on Risks, the Environment, Mobility and Urban Planning, 
https://www.cerema.fr/fr/europe-international 

https://www.cerema.fr/fr/europe-international
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Participant full name 

and type (e.g. SME, 

RTD, end user etc.) 

Participant role in 

the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full name and e-

mail 

AgreenCulture - SME Partner France Christophe Aubé 

christophe.aube@agreenculture.fr 

Vitibot - SME Partner France Dominique Bache 

dominique.bache@vitibot.fr 

Sitia - SME Partner France Fabien Arignon 

f.arignon@sitia.fr 

 

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided service 

in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full name 

and e-mail 

INRAE Coordinator France Christophe Debain 

christophe.debain@inrae.fr 

    

    

 

 

SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 

 

Prior to this project we conducted a study of the main obstacles to the production and marketing 

of agricultural robots. This study was conducted by the RobAgri association, which represents 

currently 65 research organizations, robotics and electronics industry and farmers working in 

agriculture in France. The main conclusions were: 

1) Robot safety is a major issue for production and marketing 

2) Manufacturers need to know the test structure for safety assessment 

In the ARPA project we focused our efforts on tackling these issues and achieved the following 

results: 

- Three test protocols are now operational and have been tested with robots from the 3 

industrial partners. We also carried out a risk analysis study in order to identify the most 

probable sources of malfunction of the safety functions of mobile agricultural robots. The 

three protocols including the risk analysis are joined in the annex of this report. 

- From these protocols and all the operating modes we have design, we have developed a 

service offering that will be proposed to all SMEs wishing to test the safety functions of 

their robots. 

mailto:christophe.aube@agreenculture.fr
mailto:dominique.bache@vitibot.fr
mailto:f.arignon@sitia.fr
mailto:christophe.debain@inrae.fr
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DIH INRAE with its Competence Center AgroTechnopole is able to conduct the tests proposed in 

the protocols and evaluate the safety performance of agricultural robots. 

 

 

PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 

 

Challenge of this experiment: 

1. The first challenge was to identify and prioritize all the causes of malfunction of the robot 

safety functions. To do that we used the FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) 

technique. This technique is known to identify and categorize all the possible causes of 

malfunction. The FMEA details are joined to the protocols. 

2. The second challenge was to design the protocols in that test the robustness of the robot 

safety function. To do that we use the principle elements of the ISO18497 and the result 

of the FMEA. The challenge is to assess the behavior of the robot regarding the principle 

requirements of the standard. 

3. The third challenge was to test these protocols with the industrial partners’ robots. To do 

that we use INRAE’s accelerator platform AgroTechnoPôle2. One of the action of this 

platform is to propose a test environment to agricultural machine manufacturers. The 

difficulties were to set up all the necessary actions useful for testing the protocol 

requirements. 

4. To ensure the repeatability and the robustness of the tests, INRAE has mobilized many 

resources: for instance INRAE has built an asphalt track and acquired a laser tracker to 

locate robots without being dependent on GPS reception conditions.  

5. The last difficulty for the design of the protocols was to adapt the amount of tests to be 

compatible with the size and the means of PME and SME. 

  

 
2 https://www.robagri.fr/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/AgroTechnoPole-INRAE-FIRA-def.pdf 

https://www.robagri.fr/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/AgroTechnoPole-INRAE-FIRA-def.pdf
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DISSEMINATION 

Several communications have been done in order to present the objectives and the first results of 

ARPA: 

• Communication to CEMA PT4 project (CEMA aisbl - European Agricultural Machinery 

Industry Association), on March 9, 2021 

• Communication to the FIRA 2020 

• Communications to RobAgri association on April 7, 2021 and on July 2, 2021. 

• Communication to the Labex ImOBS3 on March 11, 2021 

 

 

 

NEXT STEPS 

All the tests carried out with the partners of the project ARPA have shown the utility and the 

pertinence of the protocols. Nevertheless this is not a complete set of safety protocols -- other 

tests are necessary to investigate other causes of malfunction in robot safety functions.  

For this project, we have several perspectives: 

1. Carry out more tests with other robots including those of different types in order to improve 

the protocols 

2. Test of the perception system under dusty conditions. To do that we have to design a dust 

chamber as the climatic of the CEREMA. This work has begun during the ARPA project.  

3. The ARPA2 protocol will then be completed and its tests integrated into the dust chamber. 

INRAE and the AgroTechnoPôle platform intend developing other tests of performance for 

agricultural robots (e.g. energy use, autonomy, efficiency). 
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Regional Cluster 

North East Europe 

Innovation Experiment name 
Innovation Experiment lead(s) full 

name and e-mail 

Advanced cabbage handling using 

robots and vision 

Mads Eskelund Kristensen 

mek@technicon.dk 

 

INNOVATION EXPERIMENT GENERAL INFORMATION 

Vision 

Bring the benefits of collaborative robots and vision systems into food grade 

environments and thereby increase the number of robots in food processing 

Collaborative robots can offer a smaller footprint and a lower weight. This 

enables easier implementation of robots and increased flexibility by using 

the same robot in different tasks. 

IE Objectives 

The main objectives of the IIE are: 

• Address repetitive tasks performed by operator feeding the cabbage 

into the core removal unit 

• Optimize yield by knowing the dimensions of each cabbage before 

the core is removed, thus being able to select the right sized tool. 

• Increase throughput by being able to run 24/7 

Key deliverables are: 

• Flexible adaptive gripper 

• Robot skin 

• Vision system 

How will you deliver? 

Through a series of prototypes, we will demonstrate what an advanced and 

compact cabbage handling and inspection unit could look like, and also 

perform tests with real cabbage. 
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INNOVATION EXPERIMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

IE thematic sector(s) Processing of vegetables 

Robotics technology 

used  
Collaborative handling robots, food grade skins 

Technology 

Readiness Level (TRL) 

Current value Target value 

0 (no collaborative robots with food 

grade IP class) 
6-9 

Geographical 

coverage 
Denmark 

Area(s) / facility(ies) of 

experimentation 

Experimentation and assembly facilities at Technicon, Hobro 

Experimentation facilities at DTI, Odense 

 

PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED* 

Participant full name 

and type (e.g. SME, 

RTD, end user etc.) 

Participant role in the 

IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full 

name and e-mail 

Danish Technological 

Institute, RTD 

Development of vision 

solution, 

communication 

interfaces 

Denmark Carsten Panch Isaksen 

capi@teknologisk.dk 

Technicon ApS, SME Project lead, 

development of 

mechanical solution, 

robots, and 

communication 

interface 

Denmark Mads Eskelund 

Kristensen 

mek@technicon.dk  

Daloon A/S, End User End user, supplier of 

inspection material 

Denmark Peter Madsen 

P.Madsen@glfoods.com 

 

DIGITAL INNOVATION HUBs (DIH) and COMPETENCY CENTRES (CC) INVOLVED 

DIH/CC name 
Role/Provided service 

in the IE 
Region / Country 

Contact person full 

name and e-mail 

Danish Technological 

Institute 

Vision system Denmark Carsten Panch 

Isaksen 

capi@teknologisk.dk 

 

mailto:Capi@teknologisk.dk
mailto:mek@technicon.dk
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SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS/RESULTS 

 

Flexible adaptive gripper: 

KPI: Fully adaptable for size variations 

Baseline value: 1-3 kg. Target Value: 1-5 kg. Reached value: 1-6 kg. 

A size-adaptable gripper has been developed and tested, able to handle all normal sizes of white cabbage 

heads. The gripper offers advanced motion control enabling rotation of fairly round objects around all axes. 

In our specific cabbage case this enables location and positioning of the cabbage core using the vision 

system. In other cases, this could enable rotation and inspection of the entire surface of the vegetable or 

fruit e.g. for “top” class apples. 

TRL level target: TRL 6 TRL Level achieved: TRL 4-5 

For the size adaptable functions, the gripper has been tested with real cabbages. The function of the 

gripper is largely not affected by the environment, and therefore the function itself is validated. Due to 

Covid-19 restrictions it was not possible to test in the real environment at the industrial partner (Daloon) 

site. A demonstration in the real environment could have validated robustness to “long term” use and 

probably resulted in the demonstration of a bigger range of cabbage size variation being handled. 

 

Robot skin 

KPI: Cleanroom applicable 

Baseline value: IP55 Target Value: IP66 Reached value: IP69 

IP numbers, or IP class, defines how closed/sealed a part is. The first digit relates to the size of any 

openings and the last digit relates to how tight it is in terms of water intrusion. The baseline was the robots 

existing IP class. We intended achieving the target value by modifying parts of the robot, e.g. upgrading 

sealings. However, further discussions with the end user Daloon revealed that an IP66 robot was not 

sufficient to bring it into their food-grade environment. This required achieving IP69.  

This was addressed by completely engulfing the robot in a waterproof skin/cover/sleeve. A complete skin 

for a Universal Robots UR16e was developed. This allows the robot to be washed down by jet spray. 

This is a key enabler for bringing collaborative robots into the food processing industry. 

TRL level target: TRL 9 TRL Level achieved: TRL 4 

Since the KPI value required was much higher than the original target value, the tests needed to validate 

the skin are also more extensive and go beyond the extent of the original execution plan. The original 

target value of IP66 does not require any specific tests, it can be validated simply by assessing and 

documenting the construction. IP69 requires a test in a laboratory, where the part is sprayed with jet water 

from various angles and for certain durations. These tests were not part of the original scope and were not 

performed. However, we claim that we achieve TRL4 for the skin we developed because it has been fully 

emerged in water and internal pressure applied without any leakage. 

 

Vision System: 

We were able to employ a Deep Learning assisted vision system to detect the cabbage, core and 

determine the where the laser point should be positioned to guide the mechanic system to align the 

cabbage with the core pointing upwards. 850 images were captured and annotated to train the Deep 

Learning system with a large variation of cabbages. No fixed lighting setup was required for this task. 
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Complete system: 

The three deliverables put together delivers a significant different approach to solving the task of cabbage 

orientation. Existing systems are available in comparison they are large and static equipment, that are 

suitable for high output production. The solution provided in this IE has a small footprint, which allows 

installation in the same space as an operator would occupy. All functions are mounted in the robot tool, 

meaning that the tool could be detached, and the robot with skin could be put in production elsewhere in 

the plant. This makes it a flexible solution, allowing automation of low volume tasks. Tasks that are 

repetitive and straining, but due to poor ROI are handled by operators. 

The complete system is much smaller than dedicated machines, taking up about the same space as a 

human worker. As the system is built around the collaborative UR, it is safe to use in shared spaces. 

KPI: Cost of total setup 

Baseline value: <0,5 mil. EUR Target Value:<0,3 mil. EUR  Reached value: 0,2 mil. EUR 
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PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES 

 

Flexible adaptive gripper: 

We did not create a KPI for the gripper IP class as this was not deemed necessary for our original plan. 

However, the gripper should have the same IP rating as the robot itself, and this proved to be just as big a 

task. As the gripper is in direct contact with the foods an IP Class of IP69k was needed. This means, that it 

must withstand jet spray cleaning with hot water with a temperature of 80℃. In combination with this, all 

materials used must be food grade approved. This greatly limited the availability of components. Due to very 

high costs or long lead time, some components where downgraded for the demonstrator, but applicable 

components have now been located and can be swapped in so that the gripper reaches the IP69k class. 

Vision System: 

It proved to be a difficult task to train a robust Deep Learning system, since there was a very large variety in 

cabbage sizes and appearance of the cores. Using a grid search to optimize the hyper parameters of the Deep 

Learning system was the key to finding the optimal settings for the classifier. It was also necessary to employ 

post-processing of the classified regions to clean up the boundaries produced by the Deep Learning system. 

The result has proven robust to different lighting conditions, as well as to the size and appearance of the 

cabbages. 

 

DISSEMINATION 

 

The video produced during the experiment has recently been disseminated through Technicon’s usual 

channels and included in Technicon PR channels. 

DTI has produced a press release centred around the video https://www.dti.dk/specialists/20-tons-of-

cabbage-for-spring-rolls-in-the-hands-of-a-robot/43071 which has achieved 325 views in less than a month. 

If applicable, the demonstrator can be showcased at the annual robot trade fair “Robotbrag” in Odense in 

August 2021. 

 

NEXT STEPS 

 

The robot skin developed opens new markets for collaborative robots, and Technicon will continue 

development of this product, which has a high likelihood of commercialization. Notably, when we get our first 

commercial enquiries, we will get the tests performed so that new UR skin can be assessed as compliant with 

IP69. 

We will create a new version of the rubber skin that is thinner and we will change the geometry. Initially we 

had another geometry planned, but the suppliers we contacted were not able to weld together that geometry. 

We might need to look abroad for a partner with the right capabilities.  

We will also adapt the design to fit all the UR robot size variants. 

Other companies have expressed interest in the application both to DTI and Technicon because they have 

similar cases. We have been contacted by a robot integrator from Poland which requested more information. 

This communication is still in progress. The recently-disseminated video is also expected to raise new interest. 

A lot of knowledge has been gained during the IE and we are now capable of implementing a similar solution 

if an end user wants an implemented solution. We hope that this new market for us will lead to a significant 

amount of work in developing customized variants of this food-grade manipulation robot. 

https://www.dti.dk/specialists/20-tons-of-cabbage-for-spring-rolls-in-the-hands-of-a-robot/43071
https://www.dti.dk/specialists/20-tons-of-cabbage-for-spring-rolls-in-the-hands-of-a-robot/43071

